Pre-Registration Plans For Spring Quarter Announced

Music Department Gives First Concert Of Season Monday

Senior Class To Sponsor Ross Scholarship

Gamecocks In Atlanta For S. E. A. A. U. Tournament

Last week, the Jacksonville State College basketball team wound up its last week of regular play before entering the Southeastern Conference of IBC clubs tournament in Atlanta on February 19.

The Gamecocks traveled to Birmingham Monday night to take on Howard College at the Howard Gym. Jacksonville defeated Howard, 68-61. Jacksonville clashed with the strong Delta State Teachers College Five from Cleveland, Mississippi on Wednesday night at the College Gym in Jacksonsville, losing 62-61. Delta had handed the Gamecocks two straight defeats earlier in the season. They showed some of the better small college teams in the South.

On Thursday night, the Gamecocks faced the University of Georgia Brust, from Atlanta, at Piedmont. In their first meeting, the University of Georgia Branch defeated Jacksonville 59 to 44. Jacksonville was unable to play because of the Junior High School tournament that was held at the school.

The Gamecocks made their last appearance of the season before the home-fan's Saturday night when they met the Sallie Bernad College Saints. The S. E. A. A. U. tournament opens on Saturday night, but Jacksonville drew a bye for the first round and played this game which was scheduled before the season started.

Bush Enrolls At U. of Ky. For Doctorate

I. R. C. Club Sends Delegates To Atlanta

The International Relations Club met recently in a special session to elect representatives to the South Eastern Conference of IBC clubs tournament.

The conference met on February 17, 18, and 19 at Emory University in Atlanta.

Those attending were: Phyllis Badger, Presidant; Hazel Johnson, John W. Smith, and E. E. Lucken.
The Freshman Frolic was really nice. Even though it had to be cut short at the last moment, those kids went to work and adapted their dance. This is a job that Tom Shellen was the over-all supervisor of the dance. If you are responsible for putting on such a wonderful dance, don't expect some reprimand. Tom, you are a new setter in the Club and I want to express my appreciation.

When you have finished enjoying the Frolic, call at Sett's office if you are a member. There you will find some things to do, and you will be helping with the national job of rendering a service to our membership.

STUDENT LOAD—NO STUDENT LOAD MORE THAN THE NORMAL LOAD (22) FOR THE FALL QUARTER. Each new quarter you find you have averaged "I'll" the previous quarter, start the year off by filling out a "change card" in the registrar's office. This is not a work to do at last hour, but to exceed 20 hours, these are being reserved for you to make sure you have to mention the name and that it be yours.

BOYD PRUETT has been hearing his hair cut once a month. Every time he places a date on the social calendar, something happens and he has to change it. As a result, no one is quite sure what time it is scheduled. The reason is that the school authorities have picked up a nick-name for him and they are calling him "Little Frog," but some intelligent student changed that name to "Bub," by which we understand you to have to mention the name and say "Bub" when it is yours.

BOYD PRUETT—Consult the bulletin boards for your assignments for pre-registration.

CHANGE OF COURSES—Study your course of study carefully, not for the courses you want to take, but for the courses you are required to take. If you have a VALID REASON, a fee of $1.00 will be charged for a "change card" or for the "drop card" unless you make a change within the normal work period and five ADDITIONAL HOURS.

NEW COURSES have been introduced to the university which will count toward the required work in the various departments concerned. These and other changes have been printed in the latest edition of the General Catalogue.

"Civil Rights" To Be Subject For Debate

The subject for the 40th annual debate between the Calhoun and Morgan Schools was announced last week. It is: "Resolved: That the 41st Congress of the United States should pass the Civil Rights Motion." The debate will be held in the Calhoun School next month.

This debate, like all others, will be an interesting and educational experience for the students involved. It will provide them with an opportunity to express their views on a controversial issue and to engage in critical thinking about the topic.

SUNDAY IS OUT

I'm opposed absolutely—Nobody need doubt it! Will you? Do something about it!

That Sunday school day—That's what it's for! At the end of the week I'll have a list of events that need to be scheduled for the coming Sunday, so that the students will have enough respect for the events on the calendar. The students must be made to understand that the Sunday school is a necessary part of our Christian education. It is also an opportunity for the students to learn more about the Bible and its teachings.

As a parting thought, I hope that the Junior Prum, which is scheduled for March 18, can do as well as the last money dance did.

SATURDAY IS OUT

I'm opposed absolutely—Nobody need doubt it! Will you? Do something about it!

That Saturday school day—That's what it's for! At the end of the week I'll have a list of events that need to be scheduled for the coming Saturday, so that the students will have enough respect for the events on the calendar. The students must be made to understand that the Saturday school is a necessary part of our Christian education. It is also an opportunity for the students to learn more about the Bible and its teachings.

As a parting thought, I hope that the Junior Prum, which is scheduled for March 18, can do as well as the last money dance did.
The French Club celebrated Le Fest de Boit (The Feast of the Kings) at the International House on January 6. This Old French custom originally commemorated the visit of the three Oriental Wise Men to the Christ Child. After supper a special cake, Gateau des rois, prepared by the dietitian, Jacqueline Dubreuil, was brought into the dining hall by Michelle Levienne. Everyone knew that a king had been cooked in the cake. And the person who received the piece of cake containing the king would be king or queen. Del Boyd, the youngest person present, called the name of the one who should be served, so that no "stacking of cards" was possible.

A cake had been prepared for each of the three tables, but only two tables were in use. Andrew Lee, president, at the first table by right of finding the bean in her dessert, chose her friend Betty Morgan. Betty Morgan was chosen the queen of the second table, William Jones. Some time later, the third bean came out and the woman who had been chosen as the queen crowns his partner. It is customary for the guests to prevent the君子's drinking wine by shouting. "Le roi boit! Le roi boit!" (The King drinks!), but because of the substitution of water for wine, the kings were not tempted to drink. Other innovations included the omission of toasting the king, and provoking a reaction to the advancement of the woman from the students, other students, and administration, interest in the students.

The kings entertained the assembly by scrambling around on their hands and knees. On being required to sing, Queen Betty Morgan responded with "Let Me Call You Sweetheart."

Atlantic, Ga., (J. P.)—An experimental course in Communitarian doctrine based upon a close study of the works of Karl Marx, "father" of the Communist philosophy, has been set up at Emory University in response to an appeal by the Council of Bishops of the Methodist Church, Dr. H. B. Trinkle, Emory theology dean, announced.

The course, designed to give theological students specific training in refusing the teachings of Communism, is the first of its kind to be offered in a theological seminary in the United States. The course is open to all theological students, and is being taught by Dr. Douglas E. Jackson, who is giving the course. "Few Communists," he says, "have actually made a thorough and orderly study of the doctrines they profess to believe. One who is acquainted with the errors in the Marx system can refute the arguments of present-day Communists."

Laayette, Ind., (J. P.)—Seeking an answer to the question of how to develop into a better teacher, Dr. Allen A. Smith of Purdue University recently asked 100 seniors and graduates in educational schools to write a paragraph on "My Ideal University Teacher."

The paper is as follows, in order listed: knowledge of subject, stimulating imagination, ability in teaching, understanding and sympathy, personality, ability to put across subject, ability to get along with students, open-minded and progressive attitude, fairness and impartiality, interest in students. (Continued on Page 4)
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Senior's Mind Your Business
Bethlehem, Pa. (I. P.)—Easy manners and good grooming as well as technical ability and know-how play an important part in helping a student land an attractive job in industry, judging by nine factors for successful interviews outlined by E. Robbins Morgan, director of placement at Lehigh University, in a new booklet, "Senior Placement Information." Here are Morgan's factors:

Before entering an interview know something about the size of the company, its financial standing, the location of its principal offices, the products and their uses.

Be well groomed. Your clothes need not be expensive, but they should be clean and otherwise presentable.

Be cordial in greeting an interviewer. This is good business as well as good manners. You look like a firm handshake and a genial smile—so does the interviewer.

How to Smell a Songbe
Hear Fran Warren singing "What's My Name?" on new RCA Victor disc...
and you'll know!

Tritan-haired Fran Warren, with tears in her voice, sings a tuneful lament about love. The title of Fran's new disc, "What's My Name?" leads to another question: "What's Your Cigarette?" Fran answers, "CAMEL!" As Fran sings it, "Ever since I made the 30-day mildness test, CAMELs are my cigarettes."

How Mild can a Cigarette Be?
SMOKE CAMELS FOR 30 DAYS...AND YOU'LL KNOW!

In a recent coast-to-coast test of hundreds of men and women who smoked only CAMELS for 30 days—an aver-
age of one to two packs a day—nearly half of the respondents, after making weekly examinations, repor-
Ted not one single case of throat irritation due to smoking.

Money-Back Guarantee! Test Camel mildness for yourself in your own "T-Zone."

FOR 30 DAYS...

SMOKE CAMELS, IF YOU ARE NOT SATISFIED, return the package with this coupon and we will refund the purchase price, plus postage. (Signed) R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company, Winston-Salem, North Carolina.
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the Freshman DANCE. Mr. Stone is shown presenting Charlotte Claypool with a bouquet of roses. She was escorted by Tom Shelton, the Freshman Class president.

KAPPA DELTA PI HAS 42 ACTIVE MEMBERS

The regular monthly meeting of Kappa Delta Pi, Epsilon Phi Chapter, at Jacksonville State Teachers College met on Thursday evening, January 3, at 4:30 in room 38.

The president, Dorothy Blake, announced that the chapter would meet again in the regular meeting place, the auditorium of the college, at 4:30 on February 28th.

Took up the meeting, Mr. Elmore, who is the president of the chapter, said that the chapter would meet again in the regular meeting place, the auditorium of the college, at 4:30 on February 28th.
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Luckies' fine tobacco picks you up when you're low... calms you down when you're tense!

Buy Your Mimosa NOW
No More Orders Will Be Taken After March 15

Vitamin - Enriched

Lloyd's Bakery
Anniston, Alabama

Luckies' fine tobacco puts you on the right level—the Lucky level—to feel your level best, do your level best.

That's why it's important to remember that Lucky Strike Means Fine Tobacco—rich, ripe, light tobacco that makes a thoroughly enjoyable smoke. No wonder more independent tobacco experts—auctioneers, buyers and warehousemen—smoke Lucky Strike regularly than smoke the next two leading brands combined.

Light up a Lucky! Luckies' fine tobacco picks you up when you're low, calms you down when you're tense. So get on the Lucky level where it's fun to be alive. Get a carton and get started today!

L.S./M.F.T. — Lucky Strike Means Fine Tobacco
CHESTERFIELD is building another big, new factory for us smokers who like the MILD-PA cigarette.
a discussion on the social history of the American frontier and an English seminar in a study of humanism.

Each student in the seminar is provided with a syllabus outlining the subject matter of the course and also is provided with essential and optional reading lists. During the past semester students have frequently presented papers embodying the results of individual research and the papers were criticized by classmates who have approached the subject by various other paths.

Three hours of academic credit will be given for each semester of successful participation in an honors seminar. Examinations will be given by examiners who are not members of the faculty of the department which conducts the seminars.

Thirst for Refreshment
Relishes Ice-Cold Coke

Coca-Cola
5¢

Ask for it either way...both trade-marks mean the same thing.

NOTICE UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY
COCA COLA BOTTLING CO., Anniston, Alabama
© 1948, The Coca-Cola Company

Chesterfield is building another big, new factory for us smokers who like the Milder cigarette...

It's MY cigarette."

Arthur Godfrey
Radio's Favorite Son
Star of Chesterfield's
Arthur Godfrey Time

"I wish I could take you in my Navion plane over the big, new factory Chesterfield is building at Durham, N. C. It's a honey. It will help supply the ever-increasing demand for the Milder cigarette."

Always buy Chesterfield
Make Yours the Milder Cigarette... They Satisfy